Abstract. Let M be a compact, connected, C 2 -smooth and globally minimal hypersurface M in P 2 (C) which divides the projective space into two connected parts U + and U − . We prove that there exists a side, U − or U + , such that every continuous CR function on M extends holomorphically to this side. Our proof of this theorem is a simplification of a result originally due to F. Sarkis.
Introduction
Historically, one of the amazing theorems in the theory of holomorphic functions of several complex variables is the theorem of Hartogs of 1906 about extension of functions from a neighborhood of the boundary of a domain to the inside of the domain. This theorem was generalized by Bochner in 1943, namely that it is enough to consider C 1 -smooth functions defined just on the boundary of the domain that satisfy the tangential Cauchy-Riemann equations. Since that time many versions and generalizations of the theorem appeared, see for instance, Kohn-Rossi [12] , Ehrenpreis [3] , Ivashkovich [10] , Harvey [7] , Harvey-Lawson [8] , Laurent-Thiébaut [13] , Dolbeault-Henkin [2] , Sarkis [16] , [17] , and others -for a review see [13] .
Recently, solving the boundary problem in the sense of Harvey and Lawson for the graph of CR functions defined on boundaries of domains in disc-convex Kähler manifolds, Sarkis [16] proved extension of CR-meromorphic mappings with values in P 2 (C) (for P n (C), n ≥ 3, see [8] , part II). As an application, he obtained Theorem 1.1 below. Our contribution to this subject essentially lies in a simplification of his proof, as will appear below.
Recall that a CR manifold M (locally embeddable or not) is called globally minimal if any two points of it can be joined by a piece-wise smooth curve running in complex tangential directions ( [20] ). The result is the following: [16] , [17] ) if, instead of a globally minimal M as above and instead of CR functions on M , we consider an arbitrary C 2 -smooth hypersurface as above and holomorphic functions in a neighborhood V of M in P 2 (C). Our proof is valid in P n (C) for n ≥ 2. Of course, the implication (1) ⇒ (2) is trivial.
Summary of the proof. Let f be a continuous CR function on M . Using global minimality, we shall extend f to a one-sided neighborhood
, we shall argue that we can suppose that M and f are C ∞ -smooth in the assumptions of Theorem 1.1, and even that f is holomorphic in a neighborhood of M . As the Dolbeault cohomology group H 0,1 (P n (C)) vanishes for n ≥ 2 (see [6] , [9] ), every C ∞ CR function f on M can be decomposed as a jump f = f + − f − of some functions f ± , holomorphic on U ± and C ∞ on U ± . This decomposition property (which holds without assuming global minimality) easily implies that points (1) and (2) from Theorem 1.1 are equivalent in the C ∞ category (see Lemma 3.1). Afterwards, using a theorem of Takeuchi [19] , we may embed a strip neighborhood of M in C N which then bounds a complex manifold to which f − and f + both extend holomorphically (see [7] and [8] , part I), and we easily deduce using the maximum principle that either f − or f + is constant.
Open question. In Theorem 1.1, the question arises whether the assumption that M is globally minimal can be removed. This question appears to have deep relations to some well-known conjectures of foliation theory, especially the (non-)existence of Levi flat hypersurfaces in projective spaces. Indeed, every compact CR manifold M ⊂ P 2 (C) can be decomposed as a disjoint union of CR orbits. Some of them are of dimension 3, and the others are of dimension 2, i.e., Riemann surfaces, which cannot be closedly embedded in M . The closure of each such Riemann surface defines a non-trivial lamination of P 2 (C) and every other Riemann surface orbit, having common points with the closure, is dense in this lamination. The open question is whether such laminations exist (cf. [5] ). For n ≥ 3 (only), this question has been fixed negatively for laminations arising from global foliations of P n (C), for real analytic Levi-flat hypersurfaces (see Cerveau [1] , Lins Neto [14] ) and for smooth Levi-flat hypersurfaces (see Siu [18] ). Thus, as a part of the folklore, we conjecture that every smooth hypersurface M ⊂ P n (C), n ≥ 2, is globally minimal.
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Decomposition of CR functions
As we are essentially interested in the geometric approach and not to the best suited regularity assumptions, we shall restrict our attention to the C ∞ -smooth category. By a deformation argument, we shall see in §3 below that the case where M is C 2 and the CR function f on M is only continuous can be reduced to the case where both M and f are C ∞ . We recall that H 0,1 (P 2 (C)) = 0 (for C ∞ -smooth forms). It is easy to deduce:
Proof. We can extend f to a C ∞ -smooth function F over P 2 (C) in such a way that supp F lies in an arbitrarily small neighborhood of M and ∂F | M vanishes to infinite order. We define ω = ∂F on U + and ω = 0 on U − . The form ω is a C ∞ -smooth (0, 1)-form. As H 0,1 (P 2 (C)) = 0, we can solve the equation ∂u = ω with u of class C ∞ . So we have
and furthermore
Obviously the components of the decomposition are of class C ∞ .
3. Embedding of a strip neighborhood of M in C N Let M be a C ∞ -smooth hypersurface in P 2 (C) bounding U − and U + as above. As a preliminary to the proof of Theorem 1.1, we may establish an interesting equivalence between (1) and (2) in the C ∞ category.
Lemma 3.1. Let M be a C ∞ real hypersurface in P 2 (C) dividing it into two open parts U − and U + . Then the following properties are equivalent:
(1') There exists a side, U − or U + , to which every C ∞ CR function on M extends holomorphically. Proof. Without loss of generality, we can fix U + to be this side. Assume therefore that every C ∞ -smooth CR function on M extends holomorphically to
. Then the trace g| M extends holomorphically to U + . So g extends holomorphically to P 2 (C), whence it is constant; this is (2').
Conversely, suppose that O(U − ) ∩ C ∞ (U − ) consists of constant functions only. Let f be a C ∞ -smooth CR function on M = ∂U − . From Lemma 2.1 we obtain that f = f + − f − , where f + and f − belong to the evident spaces. By hypothesis, f − is constant. Consequently, the CR function f holomorphically extends to U + ; this is (1').
Let now M be an orientable, C 2 -smooth, real hypersurface in a complex manifold X. By V ± (M ) we denote a one-sided (global) neighborhood of M , i.e. a connected open set which contains a (local) one-sided neighborhood of M at each point of M and such that V ± (M ) = Int(V ± (M )), so that V ± (M ) contains a neighborhood in X of a point p ∈ M whenever it contains the two (local) one-sided neighborhoods at p. Such one-sided neighborhoods are usually constructed by gluing analytic discs to M . Then the side where the discs are lying may of course depend on the point p ∈ M and it may vary effectively if M is pseudoconvex somewhere and pseudoconcave elsewhere. Without convexity assumption, we have : [15] , [11] ) Let M be an oriented globally minimal C ∞ -smooth embedded hypersurface in a complex manifold X. Then there exists a one-sided neighborhood V ± (M ), constructed by gluing small analytic discs to M , to which all continuous CR functions on M can be holomorphically extended.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Recall that (1) implies (2) trivially. We prove (1) . At first, we show that we can assume that M and f are C ∞ . So, let M be a compact connected C 2 real hypersurface in P 2 (C) dividing P 2 (C) into two connected open components U + and U − and let f be a continuous CR function on M . By the theorem above, f extends holomorphically to a one-sided neighborhood V ± (M ) of M . Let f still denote the resulting extension. Let us smoothly deform M into V ± (M ). We get a C ∞ hypersurface M ′ ⊂⊂ V ± (M ) arbitrarily close to M and the trace f + , V ± (M ) and U ′ + , and using the fact that f is holomorphic in the whole of V ± (M ), we deduce that every continuous CR function f on M extends holomorphically to U + . In summary, it suffices for us to prove Theorem 1.1 in the case where both M and f are C ∞ -smooth. Thus, let M be a compact connected C ∞ real hypersurface of P 2 (C) which divides it into two open parts U − and U + . Let f be a C ∞ CR function on M and let
By virtue of Lemma 3.1, it suffices to show that at least one of the two functions f + or f − is constant. We then proceed by contradiction. Assume that f + and f − are both nonconstant. By global minimality, f , f + and f − can be holomorphically extended to a one-sided neighborhood V ± (M ) of M constructed by gluing discs. This open set is in fact a one-sided strip open set, although it is not, in general, a tubular neighborhood of M . However, we can easily
. Furthermore, we can include M 0 in a one-parameter family of manifolds M t , |t| ≤ ε, satisfying
The schematic picture of the geometric situation is as follows:
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We shall apply the following theorem due to Takeuchi over the domain U Let now η with 0 < η < δ < ε. The above lemma implies that the manifold with boundary
N whose components are holomorphic functions defined in U − δ . The result of the embedding is a complex manifold Φ(U − η ) with boundary the three-dimensional maximally complex CR manifold Φ(M η ). Notice that Φ also embeds into C N the closed strip S ′ := |t|≤η M t which provides a tubular neighborhood of M 0 . By construction, for all |t| ≤ η, the Φ(M t ) are oriented maximally complex three-dimensional CR manifolds in C N . The orientation on Φ(M t ) is simply the push-forward of the orientation on M t . Further, Φ(M t ) bounds the complex manifold Φ(U − t ). Finally, the holomorphic function f + induces a nonconstant holomorphic function on the strip Φ(S ′ ), say g
. Applying a generalization of Bochner's theorem (see [7] ), we deduce that the CR function g + | Φ(Mt) extends holomorphically to the complex submanifold Φ(U − t ) for all |t| ≤ η (the smoothness of Φ(U − t ) is needed, otherwise we could only say that the graph of g + | Φ(Mt) extends as a complex analytic set by Harvey-Lawson's theorem). Thanks to the maximum principle, we may now derive the desired contradiction easily.
